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ABSTRACT
Suggested an original method to prevent hail with lightning rod
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It is meaningless dealing with the result,
if you do not know what is the reason.
Author

Hail is one of the most terrible natural disaster causing damage to mankind.
About the formation of hail and its negative consequences were given detailed
information in the recently published articles. [1-7].
It should be noted that,the reason for the formation of hail have been
determined incorrect, false views and theories put forward till today.That is why,
we have been unable to prevent or avoid it.The major trends in this research is not
to prevent hail,but detract it from a large part of the mass [8-14]. Thus, in order to
make small granular hail with large mass through shells and missiles spreading
over the cloud different chemical reagents (eg, CO2, AgI, NaCl,
tetraalkilamoniumun freon solution, and so on) have been used.The aim of this
difficult operation was: to create a large number of crystallization centers,with this
way to be replaced hail pieces with large mass by hail with smaller particles and
thus reduce the amount of damage caused.The fact of hail related to the lightning
discharge for the first time put forward by the theory[1-7] and in this context
chemical reagents will have no effect.In our opinion,the only way prevention of
hail to overcome the lightning discharge or at least mitigate it.We suggest to use
the following units for this purpose:
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It is known that for the first time in 1750 American scientist, Benjamin Franklin
was indicated the only way to guard against lightning.He colud transfered an
electric discharge in the atmosphere to ground securely with simple way –metal
wire by creating lightning rod and this unique method has not lost its relevance till
today..
Regarding to this,his invention helps prevention of hail **.
Thus,lightning rod is buried into the protected area (land),while the other side of
the wire is combined with balloon filled with helium gas wich is 7 times lighter
than air.Then the balloon is released into the air.The distance between balloon and
the ground (1-2 km) how much more ,you can get it that much effective.So in this
case, lightning rod will be near not only to the nimbus cloud, but also its conical
influence will be greater.In our opinion, the discharge of electric charges
accumulated in the cloud will be transferred to the ground by an easier way-a metal
wire. This is the principle. Moreover, the construction and engineering side of the
device, it is up to other experts in the ways of its solution..
*The article has been accepted for publication by the publishing house.
**Simple working principle of lightning rod is not mentioned here, because it has the necessary
amount of information on the scientific literature.
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